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This invention relates to ?sh lures and particu 
larly to lures that simulate a small ?sh in appear 
ance and action. Many types of such lures have 
been devised, but they lack the necessary action 

5 for more successful results. An important object 
of my invention is to provide a ?sh lure of attrac 
tive appearance that simulates a small ?sh in 
appearance. ' 1 

Another object of my invention is to provide a 
10 lure of that character that is extremely active in 

operation and that will change its course every 
few inches of travel as it is drawn through the 
water. 
Another object is to provide a device of this 

15 character that will swing or partly roll in the 
water as it darts back and forth. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a device of this character wherein the hooks are 
substantially concealed or camou?aged. 

20 Another object of the invention is to provide a 
device of this character wherein the body thereof 
becomes separated from the hooks as soon as the 
?sh is caught, thereby leaving substantially no 
weight connected with the hook. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

device of this character that may be used either 
on the surface or submerged. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

for a device of this character having means asso 
ciated with the hook to prevent the hook from 
readily becoming detached from the ?sh’s mouth. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

device of this character that is simple in construc 
tion and relatively inexpensive to manufacture. 

Other objects, advantages, and details of con 
struction of the invention will be made more ap 
parent as the description proceeds especially when 
considered in connection with the accompanying 
drawing wherein: 
Figure 1 is an elevational view of my invention 

showing the hook in operative position and also 
showing the hook in dotted lines separated from 
the body. 

Figure 2 is a plan view of my invention. 
Figure 3 is a vertical section through the inven 

tion taken on line 3—3 of Figure 2. 
Figure 4 is a front end view of the device. 
Figure 5 is a rear end view of the hook. 
Figure 6 is a side elevation of same. 
Figure 7 is also a side elevation of the hook 

and anal ?n showing where the two sheets of 
said anal fin are marginally cemented together 
along the forward or leading edge. 

Referring more particularly to the drawing 
55 which illustrates a preferred embodiment of the 

40 

(CI. 43-46) 
invention, reference numeral l0 indicates the 
body of the lure generally. The body may be suit 
ably colored and provided with eyes H. 
body is provided with an opening I2 extending 
from the forward end thereof diagonally down 
wardly and rearwardly. The opening i2 is adapt 
ed to receive the shank l3 of a three-pronged or 
treble hook I‘ nesting against the respective sides 
of the body and hook l5 depending downwardly 
therflf'rom when the shank I3 is received in open 
mg . 

A swivel joint I6 is transposed between the 
shank i 3 and the ?sh line H. An anal ?n is pro 
vided on hook l5 and comprises two sheets ll of 
thin ?exible rubber. The sheets are disposed on 
either side of hook l5 and are folded over and 
secured to the shank l3. Said sheets are mar 
ginally cemented together at l3 as shown in Fig 
ure '7. In my preferred embodiment the shank is 
weighted at 20 by winding a piece of lead wire 
thereon. A caudal ?n 2|. is provided at the rear 
end of the body and comprises two pieces-of soft 
?exible rubber folded at 22 and received in a ver 
ticalslot provided therefor. A U-shaped fastener 
23 preferably of wire is received between the two 
pieces of rubber and is provided with an extension 
24 which terminates in an eye 25. A screw 26 is 
received in the eye 25 and screwed into the body 
III. A pectoral ?n 21 is provided at the forward 
end of the body, the forward side of said ?n is 
concave or shovel-shaped and is provided with 
rearwardly extending arms 28 between which is 
received the forward end of the body. The con 
cave shape of the pectoral ?n 21 aids in effecting 
a rolling or rocking action of the body as same is 
drawn through the water. The arms 28 have 
openings adjacent their rear ends in which are 
received screws 29 screwed into the body I 0. The 
pectoral ?n is adapted to swing on said screws 29 
and may be moved downwardly and rearwardly 
into the position shown in dotted lines 30 in Fig 
ure 1. A weight 3| is embedded in the under side 
of the body in substantially vertical alignment 
with the eye 32 at the forward end of the shank 
l3 of the hook. The weight 3| is preferably 
round as respects its vertical axisabout which the 
body swings when the device is being drawn 
through the water. The weight 3| tends to keep 
the body of the plug at an even keel although it is 
not heavy enough to prevent the normal rolling 
or rocking thereof as same is drawn through the 
water. ' 

In the preferred embodiment of my invention 
as shown in the accompanying drawing, the body 
of the device will ?oat when the hook is not se 
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2 
cured therein. For submerged use, the weight 20 
of the hook is sufficient to cause the device to 
sink a suitable distance below the surface. After 
a cast, the line is reeled in and the device drawn 
through the water. As it is thus drawn through 
the water, it will dart back ‘and forth every few 
inches simulating the swimming action of a ?sh. 
The pectoral ?n 21 aids in maintaining the 

device at a suitable level beneath the surface. 
The pectoral ?n 21 when in the downward posi 
tion protects the hook against entanglement with 
snags as well as aids in maintaining the device 
at a suitable level beneath the surface of the 
water, causing the device to roll or rock in opera 
tion. After a strike, particularly from the side, 
the pectoral ?n 21 folds forwardly where it is out 
of the way. The mouth of the ?sh contacts the 
pectoral ?n 21 and as the ?sh closes its mouth on 
the lure the closing of the Jaws moves said ?n 21 
forwardly. The anal ?n it serves as a stabiliz 
ing element as does the caudal ?n 2|. As the de 
vice with a hook in the position shown in Figures 
1 and 2 is drawn through the water, the axis upon 
which it turns is a vertical line 33 through the 
weight 3| and eye 32 and shank ii. The forward 
end of opening I! is suf?ciently large to permit 
considerable swinging before the side edges Ila 
thereof strike the line as shown by dotted line 34 
in Figure 2. As the device darts in one direction, 
it will continue in said direction until the respec 
tive side edge strikes the line which will tend to 
pull the body in the opposite direction until the 
opposite side edge I20 of the opening I! strikes 
the line 34a. The body is then pulled back into 
the ?rst mentioned course. 
As the body darts back and forth it will also 

. roll or rock due to the concave shape of the front 
surface of the pectoral ?n. 
When a ?sh has struck the lure and becomes 

hooked, the body will move forward on the line 
and due to its buoyancy will rise to the surface 
of the water. 
mouth and the weight of said hook is so slight 
that the ?sh has nothing to work on in its ef 
forts to throw same from its mouth. - 

In lures having the hook permanently attached 
to the body, the weight of the body is added to 
that of the weight of the hook and a ?sh very 
often can throw the hook from its mouth be 
cause of the weight of the body. 
The anal ?n l8 being cemented at I! has a 

tendency to hold the barb of the hook against 
the wall‘ of the mouth of the ?sh after said hook 
has become engaged in said mouth.‘ This func 
tion will be affected even wherethe hook has torn 
a slot in the wall of the mouth and will there 
fore insure landing ?sh in many cases where 
same would otherwise be lost. 
The rolling and darting action of the device 

is the same whether on the surface or sub 
merged._ Due to the fact that the body portion‘ 
of a ?sh lure is the expensive part thereof, it is' 
unnecessary for the ?sherman to purchase a 
large number of complete lures. One body of 

' the type used in my invention will ordinarily suf~ 
?ce. Various sizes and types of hooks which 
are relatively inexpensive may be taken along 
on a ?shing trip to get the variety of hooks, sizes, 
and types. ’ ' 

Even though a hook may become snagged be 
neath the surface of the water, the lure will not 
necessarily be lost for upon the breakage of the 
line the body portion will come to the surface 
and ?oat and may be recovered. 

It is thought that the invention and many of 

The ?sh has only the hook in its ' 

9,119,001 
its attendant advantages will be understood from 
the foregoing description, and it will be apparent 
that various changes may be made in the form, 
construction and arrangement of the parts with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention or sacri?cing all of its material ad 
vantages, the form hereinbefore described being 
merely a preferred embodiment thereof. 

I claim:_ 
1. In a ?sh lure, in‘ combination, an elongated 

rearwardly tapering body suitably colored and 
having a longitudinal opening therethrough ex 
tending from’the forward end downwardly and 
rearwardly below the horizontal center of the 
body, a caudal ?n of soft ?exible waterproof 
material secured to the rear portion of the body, 
a pectoral ?n hinged adjacent the forward end 
of the body and adapted to be moved from a 
downwardly and forwardly extending position to 
a forwardly extending position, the front face of 
said pectoral ?n being concave, a treble hook 
having a weighted shank terminating in an eye, 
the shank being removably received in the rear 
ward portion of the opening in the body, one of 
the hooks depending from the body, one of the 
other hooks resting against one side of the body 
and the other hook resting against the opposite 
.side of the body, an anal ?n secured to the shank 
of the hook, said anal ?n comprising two sheets 
of soft‘ ?exible elastic water-proof material one 
sheet being on one side of thedepending hook 
and the other sheet on the opposite side thereof, 
said sheets being marginally cemented together 
along the leading edge thereof, a disk-like weight 
embedded in the lower side of the body substan 
tially beneath the eye of the hook shank when 
same is received in the body opening, said eye 
being in a substantially horizontal plane, and 
a line secured in the eye of the hook and ex 
tending out of the forward end of .the opening 
in the body. 

2. vIn a ?sh lure, in combination, a substantial 
ly cigar-shaped body having a large diameter 
longitudinal opening therethrough extending 
from the forward end downwardly and rearward 
ly below the horizontal center of the body, a 
caudal ?n of soft ?exible water-proof material 
secured to the rear portion of the body, a pectoral 
?n hinged adjacent the forward end of the body 
and adapted to be moved from a downwardly 
and forwardly extending position to a forwardly 
extending position, the front face of said pectoral 
?n being concave, a treble hook having a, Weight 
ed shank terminating in an eye, the shank being 
removably received in the rear portion of the 
opening in the body, one of the hooks depending 
from the body, one of the other hooks resting 
against one side of the body and the other hook 
resting against the opposite side of the body, a 
depending anal ?n secured to the shank of the 
hook and adapted to conceal the depending hook, 
a disk-like weight embedded in the'under side. 
of the body substantially beneath the eye of the 
hook shank when same is positioned in the body 
opening, and a line secured in the eye of the 
hook and extending forwardly outward from 
the opening in the body. 

3. In a ?sh lure, in combination, a substan 
tially cigar-shaped body having a large longi 
tudinal hole therethrough extending from the 
forward end downwardly and rearwardly, and 
opening adjacent the rear and below the hori 
zontal center of the body. a caudal ?n of soft 
?exible water-proof material secured to the rear 
portion of the body, a pectoral ?n hinged adja 
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cent the forward end of the body and adapted- to 
be moved from a downwardly and forwardly ex 
tending position to a forwardly extending po 
sition, a hook having a weighted shank termi 
nating at its forward end in an eye, said shank 
being removably received in the rear portion of ‘ 
the body ‘opening, said hook depending from the 
body when the shank is received in said opening, 
a soft ?exible anal ?n secured to the hook and 
adapted to conceal same, a weight in the under 
side of the body beneath the eye of the hook, and 
means extending into the longitudinal opening in 
the body from the forward end thereof and se 
cured to the eye of the hook. 

4. In a ?sh lure, in combination, an elongated 
body tapering toward the ends and having a 
longitudinal hole therethrough extending from 
the forward end downwardly and rearwardly, 
the rear opening of said hole being in the under 
side of the body, a soft ?exible caudal?n at the 
rear end of the body, a pectoral ?n adjacent the 
forward end of the body adapted to draw the 
front end of the body downwardly when the 
device is pulled through the water and to cause 
said device to rock on its longitudinal axis, a 
hook having‘ a shank terminating at its forward 
end in an eye, said shank being removably re 
ceived in the rear portion of the opening in 
the body, said hook depending from the body 

3 
when the shank is received ‘in the body opening, 
a soft ?exible. anal ?n secured to the Hook and 
adapted to conceal same, a weight secured to 
the under side of the body beneath the eye of 
the hook shank, and a line secured to the eye 
and extending forwardly through the opening in 
the body, said opening being of'su?icient size to 
permit limited horizontal swinging movement of 
the body. ' 

5. In a ?sh lure, in combination, an'elongated 
body tapering toward the ends and having .a 
longitudinal opening therethrough extending 
from the forward end to the under side thereof 
‘adjacent the rear end, a ?exible caudal ?n at 
the rear end of the body, a pectoral ?n adjacent 
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15 
the forward end of the body and adapted to ' 
draw the front end of the’ body downwardly’ 
when the device is moved through the water and 
to cause same to rock on its longitudinal axis, 
a depending hook having its ‘shank removably 
received in the rear portion of the longitudinal 
opening, a weight secured to the body beneath 
the forward end of the shank, and means at 

20 

tached to the forward end of the shank for draw- _ 
ing the‘ lure through the water, said, means ex 
tending through the opening forwardly of the 
body. . 

CHARLES ‘N. ANDERSON. 
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